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ABSTRACT
So many people are now using handheld second screens whilst watching TV that application developers and broadcasters are designing companion applications – second screen content that accompanies a TV programme. The nature of such dual-screen use cases inherently causes attention to be split, somewhat unpredictably. Dual-screen complexity, a clear factor in this attention split, is largely unexplored by the literature and will have an unknown (and likely negative) impact on user experience (UX). Therefore, we use empirical techniques to investigate the objective and subjective effect of dual-screen visual complexity on attention distribution in a companion content scenario. Our sequence of studies culminates in the deployment of a companion application prototype that supports adjustment of complexity (by either content curator or viewer) to allow convergence on optimum experience. Our findings assist the effective design of dual-screen content, informing content providers how to manage dual second screen complexity for enhanced UX through a more blended, complementary dual-screen experience.
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INTRODUCTION
For many people, watching TV has become a dual-screen experience, as we find ourselves searching for people we recognise in programmes, looking up sports statistics, or getting involved in TV debates by following hashtags. A 2012 consumer study by Google indicated that 77\% of our TV viewing is accompanied by a secondary device, mostly smartphones (49\%) and laptops/PCs (34\%)\textsuperscript{16}. More recent figures (2015), published by Accenture\textsuperscript{24} revise this figure up to 87\%. TV broadcasters now wish to use this growing enthusiasm for dual-screens to enhance UX.

Due to the increase of dual-screen usage, broadcasters develop second screen content that supports such viewing habits. These are often termed companion applications and generally run alongside a TV programme on a handheld device, providing complementary information such as relevant facts, quizzes, or related social media content.

A fundamental concern of dual-screen UX is the fact that content on a second display can have a distracting effect on the enjoyment of the TV, and vice versa, as reflected in recent literature, for example\textsuperscript{6, 7, 23, 28}. In order to make multiple displays truly complementary, we believe that it is essential to understand how to design for the likely patterns of attention distribution between the foci of the two (or more) screens. This work builds on the rich literature discussing the inherent attention based issues in multi-screen media content, to support better design of such experiences in terms of visual attention load.

We investigate the general hypothesis that the visual complexity of the companion content is a significant factor in attention distribution, and can be compensated for by a third party (such as a broadcaster), or adapted by the viewer to enhance experience. In a controlled formative study we establish features of TV and companion content that cause attention management issues for participants. We then use these attention-driving characteristics to design an application that supports the adjustment of complexity (either by a content creator, or viewer) to inform dual-screen experience design.

Finally, we evaluate these prototypes relative to each other and to a standard, baseline case. This paper contributes to field of dual-screen UX research by:

- Establishing a thematic set of observable and codable user behaviours in the presence of varying visual complexity;
- Empirical development of relationships between dual-screen visual complexity and subjective and objective response;
- Developing a finer detailed understanding in how to optimise experience through curating a level of visual complexity, or allowing each user to do so themselves;
- Framing findings to support improvements in the content design process.

RELATED WORK
Digital distribution, particularly through the internet, has transformed the UX of traditional broadcast media. Many new experiences are provided on a multitude of platforms, making media multi-device, adaptable and non-linear. TV broadcasters – and similar content providers – are adapting to this changing landscape by supporting user behaviours with additional, supplementary elements. Recent work\textsuperscript{11, 34, 37} has studied such multi-device use cases proliferating the
modern living room more formally. They detail great diversity of use — users often browse related, semi-related and non-related information on a secondary device (see [25] for a classification). In general, companion applications provide time-relevant facts and information, interactive play-along games, and live social media reaction, which often update at specific points in a programme. Essentially, by doing this TV broadcasters are aiming to supplement the current trends of social networking and information seeking while watching TV into a dual-screen experience, typically for tablet or smartphone.

The earliest reference to dual-screen TV in the academic literature is Robertson et al. [33]. This paper describes a second-screen application developed for PDA (personal digital assistant) to assist prospective buyers choose a house. The key insight from this work was the affordances the dual-screen scenario supports — the combination of the powerful interaction capabilities of a handheld device, in tandem with the superior display properties of a larger screen. The interaction benefits of the handheld device are major factor in their success in use cases, thus early work by Cruikshank et al. [10] explored designing a customisable second screen electronic programme guide.

In addition to the numerous commercial examples of companion content (e.g., [2, 3]), much academic literature explores such companion apps in more detail, to support the industry in creating such extended experiences. For example, in [15] Geerts et al., during a deployment of a companion system, looked at the design of applications, the types of content, the social interaction, and the attention associated with such an application. They, and much recent work on dual-screen TV [4, 6, 27], express that close temporal integration between devices is vital for many companion content experiences as the information is pertinent, and therefore directly embodies the first screen content (in addition to negating possible spoilers).

Visual Complexity Metrics
There has been a large amount of previous research studying the visual complexity of web pages, and much of this is highly applicable to companion content: Reinecke et al. [32] investigate first impressions as a function of complexity, and Harper et al. [17] investigated visual complexity in webpages and its impact on cognitive load, finding that the main factors for the perception of high visual complexity were high density and wide diversity of elements.

A useful definition of visual complexity for graphics is by Olivia et al. in [30], attributed to Heaps and Handel [18]: "Visual complexity is related to how difficult it will be to give a verbal description of the image and how difficult it will be to remember the scene after seeing it for a short time." Visual information which requires some further knowledge or processing to interpret, can be considered more visually complex by this definition, for example how children learn to read digital clocks faster than analogue [13].

Michailidou et al. [26] investigated a method for calculating the perceived complexity of web pages. Constituent features such as links, images, and tables are measured and compared to a threshold (for example, text > 600 words would be considered 'visually complex'). We should also consider standardised textual complexity evaluation methods such as the Flesch-Kincaid reading age score [22], which is used by a number of educational, and military corporations to ensure their documentation is of the required standards.

**Visual Attention for Dual-screen TV**
Visual attention, and how it switches between the companion content and the TV, is investigated in the work of Brown et al. [7, 8]. In extension to work by Holmes et al. [19], Brown et al. investigated visual attention by eye tracking participants while they were engaged in a companion content experience. Both studies found that, in a typical use case, visual attention tended to be largely focused on the more motion-rich elements. Further to considering the distribution of visual attention across screens, Neate et al. [29] explored how we can use cues embedded in the stimuli to command viewer attention between the foci. Further, Valuch et al. [38] investigated the effects of cinematic cuts on visual attention — finding that visual attention is quickly attracted by repeated visual content — and recommend that designers of second screen material should include visual items from the ‘primary display’ to reduce the time necessary for the shift of attention between the screens.

In [5], Basapur et al. note, in observations from their companion app deployment, that such applications very much support ‘active TV’ — quite cognitively involving, and perhaps something that someone would not use to ‘unwind’. This notion of visual information overload was also observed by Geerts et al. [15] who found that viewers were often overwhelmed with the stimuli, and had to return to it later when the pace of the main programme had slowed down (and, therefore, when the companion material had become less relevant). In addition to considering the visual domain Chorianopoulos et al. [9] consider the interaction costs and benefits of providing varying amounts of interactive UI elements across the TV and a tablet.

With regards to complexity across displays on the same physical screen, Kallenbach et al. [21] investigate the effect of extra textual information on TV viewer’s visual attention, message processing ability, and cognitive load. In extension, Van Cauwenberge et al. [39] investigated the effect of participants browsing on their secondary devices while watching TV. Providing layers of detail has been shown to be a potentially effective mitigation of these split-attention issues: studies and prototypes have allowed users to dig for more information through web-links [5], interact with graphics for more detail [12], or expand sections of text for more information [15]. Moreover, some developers introduce relevant content at specific points to reduce distraction from the experience [5, 7, 15]. Brown et al. go further [7], and discuss how content may be generated based off a user-driven attention mode, as has been demonstrated in Web interfaces [20].

Though work has investigated visual attention in terms of its distribution across dual-screens, no work currently empirically investigates the subjective or objective impact of the attention split this use case creates. Moreover, no work considers a design space for bettering its creation in terms of visual
complexity across the foci empirically. Therefore, in this paper we investigate visual complexity over dual-screens and use our findings to further consider complexity adjustment towards enhanced dual-screen UX.

**STUDY 1: EVALUATING DUAL-SCREEN COMPLEXITY**

A controlled lab-based study was conducted to determine factors which contributed to viewers’ overall perception of visual complexity on a main and companion screen, and their interaction to form dual-screen complexity. Attention distribution, measured in terms of glances to the handheld device, was also observed as a means to determine potential mechanisms for designing attention between the two elements of the experience. Twenty participants watched four professionally produced and previously broadcast programme clips on a TV screen, accompanied by second screen content, ranging from simple to complex in terms of its complexity. We then evaluated their subjective experience using quantitative and qualitative measures. Guided by the previous literature, representative styles of companion content were used, each consisting of supplementary textual information and graphics.

**Participants and Study Environment**

The participants (labelled P1 through P20) were aged between 22 and 65, with a mean of 39.4 (SD = 13.04). Eleven identified as female, and nine male. They reported viewing an average of 2 hours and 5 minutes of TV per day, and 80% of participants reported that they engaged with portable devices while watching TV to some extent, most commonly to search for information related to the programme or for social networking. Of these participants, half were recruited through an agency, and half were recruited from the BBC (from departments unrelated to this research). All participants were native English speakers. This was a controlled investigation in a user research lab configured as a typical living room. This lab has been used for several years by a major TV broadcaster for similar studies, and ensures as minimum distraction and rich observation of the stimuli effects. The lab’s camera equipment was used to view and record the participants and their interactions in situ (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Video observation was captured from three angles: 1) directly in front of the participant, to observe reactions such as gaze; 2) from above, to observe the device status and reactions from a second perspective; and 3) to view the TV screen to maintain a comprehensive record of the content experience.](image)

**Study Procedure**

Each participant completed a demographic questionnaire to allow us to understand our sample population. A sequence of four TV clips (see Figure 1), each accompanied by companion content were then presented, one after another. We chose a variety of content to mitigate for genre effects [14]. Participants were told that they would be asked recall-based questions about both screens’ material. This was to provide mild motivation to attend to both screens. At the end of the sequence, the participants filled out a post-study questionnaire, and an investigator conducted a semi-structured interview discussing the participant’s experience of the different complexity levels.

**Stimuli and Tablet Content Design**

The TV content (Table 1) was chosen to be diverse as possible so that we could compare/control the impact of each genre/style of programming.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clip No.</th>
<th>TV Programme</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The Inca: Masters of the Clouds</td>
<td>Inca documentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Snooker Coverage: Master’s 1/4 Final</td>
<td>Snooker 1/4 final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Click (broadcast 5/7/14)</td>
<td>Technology news item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Eggheads: Season 15, Episode 18</td>
<td>Quiz programme</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Table of clips used in the visual complexity experiment.

Companion content was displayed at four points, at a diverse set of scenes in the TV clips – some with high levels of dialogue on the TV, others with little; others at points that would require high visual focus on the large screen to understand, in contrast to other visually slower points in the programme, with slower paced editing and more repetitive shots. The tablet material was non-interactive graphical companion content, with no audio, which depicted information related to the programme – for example, facts, related images, and tangential news stories. The companion screens (Figure 2) were created in four levels of complexity: simple text, simple graphics (‘tg’), complex text, simple graphics (‘Tg’), complex graphics, simple text (‘Tg’) and complex text, complex graphics (‘TG’).

In creating different levels of textual and graphical complexities we used standard measures and prior literature to guide our choices. For textual information we used descriptors to consider complexity – the aforementioned Flesch reading ease score method, and the length of the textual information. For this we defined two levels of complexity: LOW (a score above 60), which implies the reading age of an average 13 to 15 year old; and HIGH (a score below 50), which implies more advanced reading skills. With regards to length, we used <15 words for the LOW condition and >25 for the HIGH condition.

We used Heap and Handel’s (aforementioned) definition of graphical complexity [18]. We therefore defined information-rich with complex semantic information, such as graphs and maps, as complex. And non-semantically rich images, such as a picture of an animal, as simple. We used Latin square treatment to balance for the visual complexity levels fairly
across all four clips, so that there was an equal number of independent variables (complexity levels) across the TV stimuli. Our content’s textual and graphical complexity was designed to be in line with current informational applications used by major broadcasters, for example those in the BBC Companion Archive [1].

Measures and Validation Techniques

For objective data we considered gaze. To determine and record the participant’s eye gaze information we used the video analysis software ELAN [36]. In a similar method to Neate et al. [29], we utilised the multiple angle HD video and were able to determine observational data, which was time-coded with frame-by-frame accuracy. Specifically, we were interested in tablet engagement time – how long a specific piece of tablet content caught their attention away from the TV, calculated by the total duration of glances per piece of second screen content. From this we could also determine the average length of gaze, to determine how long each point of visual engagement with the content lasts, and how often the participants looked up and down.

After each clip we administered a Likert scale questionnaire to gather the participants’ impressions. Specifically we asked questions related to how hard they felt it was to take in content on the second screen, whether they were missing content on the TV because of the tablet (and vice versa), and how hard it was for them to take in textual/pictorial information. After watching all clips we asked questions related to the experiment as a whole, specifically asking them to reflect on how the detail levels in the companion content affected their overall experience.

We concluded the experiment with a semi-structured interview. For this we asked the same core questions, but the nature of the interview allowed us to probe deeper into specific comments made by the participants. Our main interview questions probed whether they adapted their TV viewing if there was more textual or pictorial information on the second screen; at what points they sacrificed viewing content on the TV, and the tablet; and how much the companion content’s relevance to the balancing of both screens. We transcribed the data and conducted thematic analysis to probe key trends. With regards to the analysis of the continuous data, we used ANOVA (analysis of variance) to determine if there were general significant effects for conditions, and then conducted post-hoc pairwise comparisons. For ranked data we used Friedman tests to investigate the overall effects of conditions, and then used post-hoc Wilcoxon signed rank tests to evaluate individual differences. In post-hoc analysis we used Bonferroni-Holm correction to protect against type I error from multiple comparisons, and set $\alpha = 0.05$.

Results

Visual Data

Concerning video analysis tablet engagement time, as shown in the results in Figure 3 that, on average, ‘TG’ yielded the longest level of engagement with the second screen: 17.8 seconds (59.3% of the time the content was displayed), and ‘tg’ yielded the least with an average of 10.6 seconds of time engaged, or 35.3% of the time the content was displayed.

ANOVA indicated that the complexity level had a significant effect on the participants’ time engaged with the content ($F(3, 17) = 14.032, p < 0.001$), and post-hoc pairwise comparisons indicated there were significant differences between the complexity levels. By comparing ‘tg’ and ‘Tg’ we saw that complex text had a significant effect on engagement ($p = 0.001$), and by comparing ‘tg’ and ‘tG’ we also can see that graphical information had a significant effect ($p = 0.015$). Moreover, combined complexity of graphics and textual information also had a significant effect on engagement ($p = 0.001$).
The average duration of a glance to the second screen for the participants was 4.6s for ‘tg’, 7.1s for ‘Tg’, 6s for ‘tG’ and 8.4s for ‘TG’ – textually complex pieces of content yielded the lengthiest gazes. Further, there was a much larger spread in the length of glances for textual information, for example standard deviations for ‘tg’ (SD = 2.46) and ‘tG’ (SD = 2.50) were much lower than the glances for the more textually complex cases – for ‘Tg’ SD = 4.67 and for ‘TG’ (SD = 4.39). There was a significant effect for visual complexity on average gaze length (F(3, 17) = 5.186, p = 0.010) and post-hoc analysis showed a statistically significant difference (p = 0.013) between complexity conditions ‘tg’ and ‘TG’. However, we found no significant differences for complexity when considering glance frequency. Upon conducting a two-way ANOVA to assess if there was an interaction effect for textual and graphical complexity with regards to time engaged with the content, we saw no significant interaction effect, implying that the complexity types to not affect each other.

**Experimental Questionnaires**

Now turning to the post-clip impression questionnaires, as summarised in Table 2. There was a significant overall effect for Statement 2, the extent to which participants found it challenging to take in content on the tablet. Post-hoc analysis indicates that complex text and graphics (‘TG’) was ranked significantly higher than simple text and graphics (‘tg’) (Z = 2.665, p = 0.032). When we consider how much the participants believed they felt they were missing material on the tablet (Statement 4) there was a significant overall effect for complexity. In the post-hoc analysis, ‘TG’ was significantly more impacting than ‘tg’ (Z = 3.27, p = 0.004) and ‘tG’ (Z = 2.56, p = 0.036), and that ‘Tg’ was rated significantly higher than ‘tg’ (Z = 2.48, p = 0.026).

For picture based materials (Statement 5) there was a significant overall effect, however, upon conducting post-hoc analysis significant pairwise differences between the conditions were not found. Analysis of the participants’ responses to taking in the textual content (Statement 6) showed a significant overall effect, as shown in Table 2. Post-hoc analysis indicated that ‘Tg’ that was rated significantly lower than ‘tg’ in terms of textual comprehension (Z = 3.31, p = 0.004), this was also the case for ‘TG’ (Z = 2.642, p = 0.024). When asked to rate their perceived complexity on the tablet out of ten (Statement 7), there were significant differences between the conditions. Post-hoc analysis indicates that there were significant differences between ‘TG’ and ‘tg’ (Z = 3.53, p < 0.001), between ‘Tg and ‘tg’ (Z = 3.49, p < 0.001), and between ‘TG’ and ‘tg’ (Z = 2.37, p = 0.018). The post-study questionnaire suggested, in general, that the participants found less detail (median rating of 3) better than more detail (median rating of 4). And they generally agreed that it was hard to take in the both screens at once – (median rating of 2 (disagree)) to the statement ‘I found it easy to take in the both screens at once’.

**Post-study Interview**

When questioned about what the more detailed content did to their viewing habits across both screens, the most common response was that they prioritised the TV (8 participants). That is to say, sometimes they ignored the more complicated companion content to engage with the TV. Generally, they noted this was because they were engaged with interesting things happening on the TV. For example, a tension point in Clip 4 – “I found myself missing material because of the tensions in knowing if the person was going to get it [...] it was a visual thing, rather than just listening to see if they were going to get it right” (P13), or when the presenter of CLIP 1 was giving a detailed lecture.

The user comments indicated that detailed textual information was a major issue to take in at points. A common trend for users was monitoring the TV with their auditory channel and looking up when it piqued their interest. However, it was clear that engaging with the extensive textual information stunted this considerably. During the experiment, 12 participants noted that they had trouble taking in the textual information while engaging with the TV – “There was too much text and I wouldn’t take it on if I was reading it, so I would rather watch the television” (P4).

In addition, it was clear that the in portions of a clip that contained more verbose passages from the programme’s presenter, combined with in-depth textual information on the companion device resulted in considerable problems for the participants “It was very hard for me to read [...] while there is a TV narrative going on” (P8). To a lesser extent, more detailed pictorial information was perceived as an issue. Three participants noted that they found it hard to take in some of the map and graph-based information.

An interesting viewing behaviour was that half of the participants (10) appeared to be viewing the content on the tablet by anticipating logical gaps, or ‘cues’ in the TV content. It was clear that they associated certain points in the programme with cues to look at the companion device – points of low inactivity (a player mulling his shot in snooker), large panoramic shots, and repeated parts (such as replays), for
example — “So there were periods on the first one [CLIP 1], where the guy was talking but he was walking across a field so it did not require my visual attention. So I could look at the tablet and still listen to it” (P6).

Conversely, they associated other sections with points where they should look away from the tablet and focus on the TV. These were generally tension points, for example, a question being asked in a quiz programme, excitement in the commentator’s voice, or even points with unexplained silences – “…with the snooker the audience would gasp, or when I could hear commentators go quiet I could tell something was about to happen” (P20). Moreover, it was clear that those with knowledge or experience of a programme were more likely to anticipate these gaps better, and respond to second screen content accordingly. For example, one participant – a keen fan of snooker – was able to anticipate when certain snooker players were likely to take their shots, and adapted their viewing accordingly – “Ronnie O’Sullivan is quick with his shots and you know that you’re going to miss it if you are not attending” (P13).

Discussion
Our objective and subjective evidence indicates that textual information has a major impact on the dual-screen experience. We suggest that this is because graphical information can easily give us a gist, whereas to gain information from text we must systematically read this line by line. This is supported by the fact that the average gaze length of the participants was significantly longer for the more textually complex information, and not for the graphical. We also saw larger variations between the length of gazes for the textual content compared to the graphical. A potential explanation is offered by the psychology literature – people are poor at reading text and taking in auditory information concurrently [35]. Therefore, our participants would have had to focus considerably more on the text and ‘block out’ the TV in the background, due to the burden on cognitive load.

Our findings support the objective findings of Kallenbach et al. [21], in which participants felt more stress while watching TV and reading text (their study, in contrast to ours, displayed the text on the same screen as the programme). In the worst case scenarios, with complicated streams of auditory information on the TV, and complex tablet textual information, the participants mostly switched to the TV – the more prominent, motion rich display, with an additional auditory element, as in Brown et al.’s work [7]. In general our gaze durations were in line with other studies [7, 19], but slightly higher – likely related to each piece of content’s lower presentation time.

Though textual information was clearly a major factor, the perceived complexity of the content was also heavily affected by the visual and auditory interaction of the larger TV content stream. This was driven by several, more nuanced, factors. Interestingly, these were also sometimes driven by some kind of prior knowledge, such as knowing how good a snooker player is. What this may suggest is that a familiarity with certain TV content means that we can learn to manage our attention resources to accommodate second screen activity. For example, in more repetitive programming, with a limited set of visual events, this may allow a user to better monitor the audio feed from the TV to get a subconscious gist of the visual content.

We also noted two main user perceptions of content that is unrelated to that of the main TV programme. In general they supported Valuch et al.’s [38] proposal of commonalities between displays making it easier for users to switch between them. However, in addition, we found that our participants belonged to two main categories: unexpectedly, those who felt it was easier to take in the content because it was unrelated, and therefore they could compartmentalise one piece of content and fully engage with another; and those who found it distracting to deal with two very disparate pieces of information. Indeed, this may be an explanation for the findings of Van Cauwenberge et al. [39], who noted no significant effect for the relatedness between screens when dual-screening.

Though the TV display’s complexity is highly nuanced and subjective, some common themes came from our research that suggested the participants would find it challenging to view second screen content during these points. The main themes were: intense dialogue; 5 out of 20 participants noted that they found the points where intense dialogue was occurring to require excessive cognitive processing; novel occurrences, 6 out of 20 participants noted that when something totally new happens on the screen, for example a scene switch, they found it hard to take in the companion content; and also semantically vital visual information (8 out of 20 participants) – for example when someone draws something in a description and we cannot infer what it is from the auditory channel.

COMPENSATING FOR DUAL-SCREEN COMPLEXITY
In this section we reflect on the previous study and consider how we may devise interventions to compensate for dual-screen complexity. In Study 1 it was evident that complexity on the primary screen is largely driven by textual content, and therefore we will focus on this for our interventions. Moreover, there is also a considerable interaction between the TV programme and the tablet content. However to compensate for complexity on the TV display we first need to consider what the viewers found complex, and consider methods to compensate for this.

Characteristics of Complex TV Content
As discussed, in the semi-structured interview data we found three main themes independently rise from our open questions, for what the participants found complex. Therefore we will use the following characteristics as a starting point for considering how we may begin to design for dual-screen complexity:

- Intense dialogue – intense speech with complex descriptions, or multiple people talking simultaneously;
- Novelty – when a novel event happens, or a there is a new scene;
- Semantically vital visual information – essential visual information on the TV that we cannot infer from the auditory channel.
Complexity Curation

Now that we have developed an impression of the characteristics of complex TV content, we can begin to consider methods by which application designers and broadcasters may compensate for primary screen complexity by developing companion applications with these in mind. Indeed, a reasonable solution to this issue may be to not introduce visually complex second screen information during complex points in a TV programme. However, this is quite restrictive, and means we cannot provide the time-relevant second screen content that the literature suggests is salient. Therefore to compensate for dual-screen visual complexity we propose that content can be curated – rendering the content more visually simplistic on the handheld device simpler when more complex content is on the TV, and more complex when simpler content is on the TV (as in Figure 4). When new content is loaded by the user, the view’s complexity can update based on the characteristics of the TV content.

For our complexity curation method we divide the content into time segments, for example here we have chosen 20 seconds. Then for each of these segments we consider the TV complexity characteristics. If the content contains none or few of the characteristics of complex TV content, then we consider it the lowest level (1), and if it contains all of them we rank it the highest level (3). If the segment contains a mixture, we consider this a medium (2) complexity.

Complexity Adaptation by Users

To compensate for complexity, another feasible option is to load the material in a default level of complexity, and allow the user to adapt the content themselves, for example with a ‘more/less’ info button, which increases the information in a given text region. This is similar to work discussed [15]. Therefore, if a user wants to find out extra information, they can expand the text. We also propose, to see if users compensate for visual overload themselves, they could turn the textual complexity down, creating a more concise version, as shown in Figure 5.

STUDY 2: SECOND SCREEN ADJUSTMENT STUDY

In this study we explore the impact of complexity curation UI, and user-adaptable UI, compared to a baseline context unaware case. We do so with an aim to determine if complexity curation is a useful starting point to balance for complexity across dual-screens; to further validate our complexity characteristics; and to examine the relative user experiences of both of the adjustment methods.

Procedure

As with the previous study, we conducted this experiment in a TV usability lab and were able to capture video of the participants from multiple angles in a mock living room. First we briefed the participants. We informed them that there were three conditions, which we explained in simple terms, and ensured they understood. Not to bias the experiment, we did not tell them the order of the conditions. After gathering participant demographics, the participants then watched the three clips, with a piece of companion content on a second screen (iPad). Ordering effect for the variables was counterbalanced by a Latin square design – over all participants each clip was used with the same number of independent variables (complexity levels). After each clip, we administered a short questionnaire to evaluate their experience. After all clips had been watched, we administered a post-study questionnaire to evaluate the participants’ experience as whole. After this, we concluded with a brief semi-structured interview.

Stimuli and Tablet Content Design

The participants were presented with a navigable application, in which they could view content related to the TV programme. This refreshed with new information at 4 points in the programme. This was indicated by a simple auditory notification and a new piece of content appearing in the navigation bar. Participants were free to return to previously visited content, which would render differently based on the condition active. The participants were motivated to engage with the material on the tablet through a quiz in which they were asked three questions on the companion application about the

Figure 4. Content curation process: a) video content is broken down into 20 second time slices; b) complexity of TV content is determined, for example by our TV complexity characteristics; c) complexity of tablet content is determined by inverting the TV complexity value to compensate for the complexity across the foci. For example simple TV (complexity level 1) means tablet complexity would be adjusted to complexity level 3.

Figure 5. UI adaptation: the user can alter the complexity and amount of information in a text element. The arrows correlate to the actions possible by the user, for example in b) it is possible to increase, or decrease complexity, and in a) the user can only increase from the simplest state.
content on the tablet and/or the TV programme. As in the previous experiment we chose the stimuli to represent a diverse set of complexities, but now informed by our additional findings as to what constitutes complex TV material. Each clip was approximately 7 minutes and taken from a large TV broadcast archive. The clips used can be viewed in Table 3.

We chose Clip 1 as it fulfilled the requirements for both complex, and simplistic TV content, with both intense dialogue and often scarce imagery. We chose Clip 2 as it fulfilled requirements for complex content, as it is full of tension points and intense dialogue. And finally, we chose Clip 3 as it fulfilled the characteristics of simple TV content, with relatively little complex dialogue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clip No.</th>
<th>TV Programme</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Africa: Sahara</td>
<td>Natural history documentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The Weakest Link</td>
<td>Quick-fire quiz programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>James Martin’s Home Comforts</td>
<td>Cooking programme</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Table of clips used in the complexity adjustment experiment.

To consider how we may accommodate for complexity, we defined three second screen visual complexity levels: SIMPLE, in which we used a reading score of 70 (Flesch-Kincaid) and a word count of 40; MEDIUM, in which we used a reading score of 55 and a word count of 55; and COMPLEX, in which we used a reading score of 50 and a word count of 70. As with Study 1 this is typical of supplemental information-based companion apps. The independent variable in this experiment was how we controlled for this complexity. We looked into two methods (adaptable and curated), compared to a baseline, to uncover the implications of each:

- CONTEXT UNAWARE (Condition 1) – second screen material that updates without any consideration for first screen complexity – it is randomly generated across three levels of complexity – SIMPLE, MEDIUM and COMPLEX. This is done each time a new view is loaded by the participant while browsing the application.

- CURATED (Condition 2) – second screen content that is curated to TV content. We curated this in accordance with our complexity curation methods discussed in the previous section. The content was rendered to a new condition each time the participant opened a new view. Each level of complexity was used the same number of times for curation across the clips to ensure a fair comparison to Condition 1.

- ADAPTABLE (Condition 3) – content that the users can make more or less complex by interacting with the interface. The content loaded in MEDIUM complexity, and then the participants could adapt it, as discussed in the previous section and in Figure 5.

Participants

With regards to the participants, we recruited from both a local university, and from within departments of the BBC, which were not related to this research. 14 of our participants identified as male, and 10 female, making for a total of 24 participants. With regards to age, the youngest participant was 21, and the oldest 52, with a mean age of 32.3 (SD = 9.75). With regards to their TV/technology experience, 19 participants (79%) reported engaging with their devices while watching TV. On average, the participants watched around 2 and a half hours of media, and (38%) had engaged with some form of companion application (such as Zeebox, or ‘The Voice’ Companion apps). All bar one of the participants were native English speakers.

Measures and Validation Techniques

For the post-clip Likert questions, we asked questions related to how the detail on the tablet affected their dual-screen experience. We were specifically looking to investigate the three conditions in terms of their advantages and/or disadvantages for dual-screen UX, the baseline (CONTEXT UNAWARE) acting as a reference to compare to. We looked at whether the adjustment type had an effect on the participants’ ability to take in either the TV, the tablet, or both screens better than the baseline.

We logged interaction data for when the participants navigated between new views, at what complexity level the views loaded up, what condition they were assigned, and how much they adapted the content themselves (up or down). To conclude the experiment we conducted a brief semi-structured interview with two main questions: one that probed if they had noticed the content on the tablet adjust to the complexity of the TV for any of the conditions; and another in which we asked how they felt about interacting with the buttons to adapt the complexity on the tablet. With regards to statistical validation we used the same techniques as stated in Study 1.

Results

Questionnaire Data

Concerning inter-condition effects, post-clip Likert scale results (Table 4) indicate that the results of Question 3 suggest that there was a significant difference between the conditions for the participants taking in information on both screens simultaneously. Post-hoc analysis determined that they agreed that Condition 2 (CURATED) allowed them to take in both visual streams significantly better than the CONTEXT UNAWARE case (Z = 2.07, p = 0.038), and also ADAPTABLE (Z = 2.72, p = 0.009) technique. However, there was no significant difference between the CONTEXT UNAWARE and the ADAPTABLE condition.

Turning now to the post-study Likert scale data – it was evident that there was a significant effect for condition on the amount that the participants felt that the “detail of the tablet content enhanced the experience as a whole” (χ² = 7.59, p = 0.021). Post-hoc analysis suggested that participants rated Condition 2 (CURATED) significantly higher than CONTEXT UNAWARE (Z = 2.28, p = 0.039). However we found no significant difference between CURATED and ADAPTABLE and a non-significant difference between CURATED and ADAPTABLE (Z = 1.852, p = 0.062). With regards to the demographics data, we found a significant correlation between those participants who stated they were easily distracted by content on their devices and those who enjoyed the curated case (Spearman’s ρ = 0.40, p = 0.027).
Interaction Data
In all we logged a total of 216 complexity adjustments (in the adaptable case) across all clips. In general CLIP 2 yielded the most adjustment, with a total of 92 (3.8 adjustments per clip), followed by CLIP 1 at 64 (2.7 adjustments per clip) and lastly CLIP 3 at 60 (2.5 adjustments per clip). In both CLIP 1 and CLIP 2 turning the complexity up was more common than down – CLIP 1 saw 21.9% more complexity increase than decrease, and CLIP 2 19.6% more. However, with CLIP 3 the participants decreased the complexity marginally (6.7%) more than increased – summarised in Figure 6.

With regards to preferences between the methods for manipulating the content, there was a fair amount of variety. When quizzed about interacting with the UI to adapt the complexity 11 responded positively, 7 negatively, and 5 were indifferent or did not use the function enough to say. In general, the positive responses were due to two main factors: 6 participants noted they liked the ability to ease off the complexity to counter complex events happening on the TV, and 5 noted that they liked the ability to actively select a higher complexity level. However, 8 participants noted that the cost of interacting with the adaptive UI was detracting from the experience, for example P7’s comment – “If it’s curated and you don’t have that control you’ve got a snippet of information; it’s not for example. P7’s comment – “If it’s curated and you don’t have that control you’ve got a snippet of information; it’s not a distraction”. The participants were not vastly overloaded by the content in CLIP 2. With regards to the TV material – comments mentioned the repetitive nature of a quiz programme – “...in the Weakest Link [CLIP 2], there’s an obvious pattern – she asks the questions” (P1).

Discussion
The Likert scale data suggests that the curated case allowed the participants to take in the dual-screen experience by adjusting the tablet’s textual complexity in accordance with our characteristics of TV complexity. Moreover, the adaptation data indicated that the participants were more likely to increase the complexity when fewer of the characteristics of complex TV content were presented. This tells us to some extent that the method, though a relatively simplistic set of rules, works as a good rule of thumb for considering dual-screen complexity generically.
From analysis of the interview data it was clear that, though in general the curated case was preferred, a relatively small proportion actually noticed the adaptation, likely due to its subtle nature. Several participants’ comments noted that the curated content allowed for a more automated experience. This in turn afforded a less engaged, more ‘sit-back’ approach (discussed by Brown et al. [7]) to second screen viewing, which many participants reported positively. Such design choices may be made by those who wish to make ‘less active’ content for users to unwind to, as discussed in [6]. Interestingly, a significant, and moderately powerful correlation was found between those who got easily distracted by their devices and those who enjoyed the curated case. A potential explanation for this is that those who find it harder to manage their attention resources over the foci found the curated case helped them compensate for this.

The adaptable case often scored poorly as a method for adjusting complexity, even compared to a context unaware baseline due to its perceived interaction cost. However, from analysis of the user comments and the interaction data we can see a more complex picture emerged. Quite a number of participants preferred the adaptable condition as it allowed them to be more inquisitive and proactive in the experience at points where little was happening on the TV, and to tone down the complexity when the TV content was taking most of their attention.

With regards to TV genre differences, the data from the interviews and the log data contradicted our expectations with regards to how much the participants would interact with the adaptable case to adapt the complexity. The data indicated that the participants, for CLIP 2, likely due to the visually repetitive nature of the programme, interacted more with the device. And the log data suggests that for CLIP 3 they wished to take a less hands on approach to adapting the complexity, and for simply to sit back, or even turn down down the complexity.

**DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND FURTHER WORK**

In general our findings suggest that we need to actively consider the complexity of information on second screens when providing complementary material to primary media. Moreover, before designing content, we should examine the potential effects of the complex interaction between the two displays, across the auditory and visual domain. Our results suggest that viable solutions are to, in the simplest case, not introduce content at points of high TV complexity. Or, as our study indicates, curate the content on the handheld device to adapt to the complexity on the tablet. Or indeed, to provide user-adaptability to the UI. Further, a mixture of the approaches could be adopted in which the content is curated to some degree and then additional adjustments can be made to support the viewer in their individual preferences.

Such curation can be implemented by a broadcaster, as part of the creative process when developing a tablet experience in tandem with a programme, or as a design lever to optimise viewers’ distribution of attention between the two screens. Further, it could be done after the production of the programme, for example by an independent application developer, to control the distribution of attention between the screens in key moments. We found that the curation afforded a better dual-screen experience in terms of taking in the content across two screens, and supported more passive ‘sit back’ viewing. Also, that the adaptable case allowed for the encompassment of more viewing styles, but at an interaction cost to the participants.

The guidelines we have provided in this paper for curating content between the screens act as a proof of concept that content complexity can be curated with positive results. However, we note that our findings may not be fully generalizable to all use cases, and that they are most applicable to the design of information-based companion apps (which include many contemporary apps). Moreover, the study was held in a lab with set stimuli and was therefore not subject to varying environmental factors. In addition, we only consider visual and auditory stimuli, and do not touch on more nuanced concepts such as engagement [31]. However, we believe our findings are still cautionary for those developing more interactive UIs. And that complex models of what constitutes dual-screen complexity need to be formed to inform optimum dual-screen UX.

Practically, designers may consider trailing content before public distribution and probe points in which UI is hindered by dual-screen visual overload, or drive these by user models from data physiological data such as gaze [20]. Further work should investigate if the concepts in this work can be applied beyond augmenting information in TV programmes. In the context of second screen apps for social media, this could mean delaying attention-impacting information on a handheld device to a point of less primary screen involvement, which could be determined by detectable factors such as the frequency of social media updates, or as a result of analytical data derivable from on-screen text, graphics, motion, audio or user interaction behaviour. For example, allowing only the most highly ranked social media items to envelop the user’s attention during a live debate.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We have detailed extensive empirical findings regarding dual-screen complexity from an objective and subjective perspective. These insights have allowed us to develop and evaluate potential solutions to the issues encountered in creating and experiencing this important domain of media content. We are confident that these results will strongly support the work of designers in developing enhanced UX across multiple screens. Fundamentally, enriching our understanding of users in this domain is crucial in compensating for the disjunct in visual attention that multiple screen experiences produce.
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